A Stylish Selection for Your Next Public Space

Sleek and sophisticated, Calvin’s streamlined design is complemented by its slim oval frame, creating an attractive silhouette that makes a statement in any public seating area.

Calvin is available in a countless assortment of designs, including one, two and three seats, Bariatric, freestanding or connected, with or without tables. The choice of wood or polyurethane arms combined with wood or aluminum side rails adds the finishing touches to suit any style.
Make It Your Own
With three polyurethane arm colors (Taupe, Sterling Grey and Black), nine standard wood stains (custom stains at no upcharge), 76 frame colors and a virtually limitless choice of fabrics, Calvin freshens up any public seating area.

Metal Finishes
Frames can be finished in 76 Spectone colors from our line of powder epoxy coatings, including five textured finishes.